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Advances in Databases and Information Systems: 8th East European Conference, ADBIS 2004, BudapestSpringer, 2004


	This volume continues the series of proceedings of the annual ADBIS conferences

	in the field of advances in databases and information systems.




	ADBIS, founded by the Moscow ACM SIGMOD Chapter, was extended into

	a regular East-European conference in 1996 to establish a forum for promoting

	interaction and...
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Pro Business Applications with Silverlight 5 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	Silverlight is a web-based platform from Microsoft that can be used to build Rich Internet Applications

	(RIAs). Of the many new possibilities it enables, one of its key focuses is as a platform for building

	business applications. Community support for the technology has been overwhelmingly positive, and

	Microsoft has gone on to use...
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Fundamentals of GeobiologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	2012 PROSE Award, Earth Science: Honorable Mention 

	

	For more than fifty years scientists have been concerned with the interrelationships of Earth and life. Over the past decade, however, geobiology, the name given to this interdisciplinary endeavour, has emerged as an exciting and rapidly expanding field,...
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Knapsack Problems: Algorithms and Computer Implementations (Wiley Series in Discrete Mathematics and Optimization)John Wiley & Sons, 1990

	Here is a state of art examination on exact and approximate algorithms for a number of important NP-hard problems in the field of integer linear programming, which the authors refer to as ``knapsack.'' Includes not only the classical knapsack problems such as binary, bounded, unbounded or binary multiple, but also less familiar problems...
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AI for Game DevelopersO'Reilly, 2004
Written for the novice AI programmer, AI for Game  Developers introduces you to techniques such as  finite state machines, fuzzy logic, neural networks, and  many others, in straightforward, easy-to-understand  language, supported with code samples throughout the entire  book (written in C/C++). From basic...
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Novell Linux Certification Practicum Lab ManualNovell Press, 2005
Familiarize yourself with practicum exams to successfully take  either the Novell Certified Linux Professional (CLP) or the Novell  Certified Linux Engineer (CLE) exam with the Novell Linux  Certification Practicum Lab Manual. The first half of the book  consists of exercises with scenarios and...
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Java Enterprise Best PracticesO'Reilly, 2002
Until Java Enterprise Best Practices, advanced Java developers relied on the advice of a loose-knit community of fellow developers, time-consuming online searches for examples or suggestions for the immediate problem they faced, and tedious trial-and-error. But Java has grown to include a huge number of APIs,...
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Indian Medicinal Plants: An Illustrated DictionarySpringer, 2007
In 2004, Springer-Verlag Heidelberg published C.P.Khares "Encyclopedia of Indian Medicinal Plants" which contained 400 monographs comprising classical as well as contemporary research findings.

"Indian Medicinal Plants. An Illustrated Dictionary" is the second major one-volume reference work by C.P.Khare which has been...
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The The Internal Medicine Casebook: Real Patients, Real AnswersLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
The basis for an internal medicine casebook originated several years ago, born of my conviction that house staff and students are stimulated and motivated best when their learning is focused on real patients. Steps were taken, therefore, to augment the patient-oriented instruction of our house staff and students. This was...
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Grid Enabled Remote Instrumentation (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
Grid architectures, which are viewed as tools for the integration of distributed resources, play a significant role as both managers of computational resources but also as aggregators of measurement instrumentation and pervasive large-scale data acquisition platforms.  The functionality of a grid architecture allows managing, maintaining, and...
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Drupal 6 Social NetworkingPackt Publishing, 2009
Build a social or community web site, with friends lists, groups, custom user profiles, and much more
	Step-by-step instructions for putting together a social networking site with Drupal 6
	Customize your Drupal installation with modules and themes to match the needs of almost any social networking site

...
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Parallel Computing: Architectures, Algorithms and Applications - Volume 15 Advances in Parallel ComputingIOS Press, 2008

	ParCo2007 marks a quarter of a century of the international conferences on parallel computing that started in Berlin in 1983. The aim of the conference is to give an overview of the state-of-the-art of the developments, applications and future trends in high performance computing for all platforms. The conference addresses all aspects of...
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